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What do a porn star, a gospel singer, two 
Chippendales dancers competing on “The Amazing 
Race,” a Louis Armstrong impersonator and a shy 
young girl that belted “Rain on my Parade” all have 
in common? They all performed on the same night 
at Jim Caruso’s Cast Party at the world-famous 
Birdland Jazz Club. The man who has shared the 
Broadway stage with Liza herself lets BLEEP in 
on how it all got started.
WHERE ARE YOU FROM?

I was born in Pittsburgh, Penn., moved to Dallas in 
high school and lived there for 15 years. I did a lot of 
theatre there and started to sing in clubs. I had names 
like “Townsperson 7” in the shows I was doing, so I 
thought ‘I don’t feel fancy doing this. I want to feel 
fancy.’ I saw a couple cabaret acts that came through 
Dallas from San Francisco and they were superstars 
in a very small portion of show business. I thought 
maybe that was the way to make some kind of splash 
and be able to say something to a bunch of people 
in a room, entertain and essentially, have my own 
variety show. That’s what I always wanted. My first act 
was with my mother at the piano and was called “Son 
of a Bitch.” It’s a part of cabaret lore now, but it was so 
fun. So I fired my mother, got another piano player 
and we’ve been going ever since.

WHEN DID YOU MOVE TO NEW YORK?
1990. I had a vocal trio called Wise Guys and we 

moved here to further the group. We would work all 
over the world so we had spent quite a bit of time in 
New York. I knew the territory. We had already played 
Carnegie Hall a few times, done Clinton’s inaugural 
and at the White House, but we still weren’t making 
a living. I always say this is the hardest way to make a 
living. Amish people make more money than cabaret 
people do. The goal was to make a living in show 

business. It was as simple as that. 

WHEN DID CAST PARTY START?
Almost ten years ago. There was no driving force 

behind it, there was no plan, there was no brilliant 
idea in the middle of the night. I had stopped singing 
because the group broke up, I had worked for Liza, as 
a producer on TV and was then working for a publicist 
at the time. He said we needed to help this bar that 
just opened and basically write press releases for 
drink specials. So I threw a party one night, there 
was a piano, Billy Stritch started playing the piano, 
everyone started to sing and people stayed until 3:00 
in the morning eating and drinking. The next day, the 
club asked if we’d do it again, and I said no...cut to ten 
years later, we’re still doing it. It’s in a different place 
(Birdland) and it really is a show now, but there was 
no light bulb moment of hosting an extreme open-
mike. 

IT WENT FROM A ONE-NIGHT PARTY TO A SOLD-
OUT WEEKLY EVENT.

There’s something about this that’s extreme. The 
quality of the musicians is insane, the quality of the 
room at Birdland is great and the quality and variety 
of the people that come in make it really unique. At 
Cast Party, an impromptu performance by Martin 
Short can be followed by a Long Island housewife 
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singing an original song about pollution. It’s a showbiz 
democracy!

WHO ARE SOME OF YOUR FAVORITES THAT HAVE 
COME THROUGH CAST PARTY AT RANDOM?

One of the most bizarre nights was the night that 
Betty Comden walked in the room. She was all in black 
and diamonds, all alone. She looked spectacular. She 
walked in, watched and clapped and cheered for 
everybody, very low key. At one point, she motioned 
for me and Billy to come over and she asked if it’d be 
alright if she sang something. This is an icon of the 
American theatre. She sang “100 Easy Ways to Lose a 
Man” from Wonderful Town, and people were crying 
because of the historical value of it. That was one of 
the most memorable nights and I knew we really had 
something then.

But there have been a lot of celebrities. Liza is 
always a favorite. She announced her divorce at Cast 
Party actually. Cheyenne Jackson and Ricki Lake sang 
“Suddenly Seymour” one night. Then Carol Channing 
came to Cast Party in Los Angeles. She got up and 
talked to the crowd, was hilarious and went into 
the “Let me go Horace” monologue from Hello Dolly 
before singing “Before the Parade Passes By.” That was 
a thrilling moment. 

WHERE DID BROADWAY AT BIRDLAND COME 
FROM?

That was a no-brainer. With Cast Party, we had two 
hundred people in a the best music room in town, if 
not the entire country. Birdland is an iconic jazz club 
but it seemed like we had a room full of lovers of 
music of all kinds. We booked a bunch of Broadway 
people and some jazz cabaret folks. Ten years later, 
it’s still going strong. We’ve had Chita, we’ve had 
Liza, we’ve had Jason Robert Brown, unbelievable 
composers, up-and-coming songwriters which I love, 
and country singers. I’m so proud of that series and 
to give these people this incredible music room is 
great. It’s an amazing way to show people who they 
really are. If they’re in a Broadway show playing Mary 
Poppins, that’s not who they are in real life. This gives 
them a chance to do something totally different. 

THROUGH CAST PARTY AND BROADWAY AT 
BIRDLAND, YOU’VE BECOME A MARKETING 
GURU OF SORTS.

Thank God for Facebook. I’ve had a mailing list since 

I was 14 years old, I was that kid. I’ve been into the 
selling of stuff forever. I sold rubber stamps when I 
was 15. I love the idea of having a product. Now, to 
have a product that’s not so self-absorbed as it was 
when I was promoting myself as a singer is joyous. 
The second I shifted the spotlight to include other 
people, things became more interesting. I think it’s a 
good lesson for all of us. Share the spotlight and share 
the gift. Look outside of your own little performing 
box. 

BEYOND BIRDLAND, WHAT ELSE ARE YOU UP TO?
Recently, Billy Strich and I have been performing at 

Bemelmans Bar at the Carlyle, which is a whole other 
kind of career move really. Neither one of us have 
done this in a really long time. It’s a bar, a fancy bar but 
still a bar. We didn’t know if people would even listen 
or what the vibe would be, but boy do they listen. A 
few weeks ago, Bono came in with some people, sat 
in the corner and kept giving us the thumbs up when 
he liked a song. When he was leaving, Billy was just 
starting to sing “I’ve Got You Under My Skin” and Bono 
had happened to sing that with Sinatra on the duets 
album. So he just sat down next to Billy and started 
singing. The audience was freaking out. That was a 
great moment. 

WHY DO YOU DO WHAT YOU DO?
I love celebrating great talent. That’s really what 

this all is. Cast Party does it and the Broadway at 
Birdland series really does it with some of the greatest 
performers in the world. That’s what I love about it, 
shining a spotlight on people at a time when it’s hard. 
There are not a lot of stages and venues to do these 
kinds of things that are of the quality of Birdland.

Also, being able to take Cast Party on the road to 
celebrate wonderful talent has been pure joy! First of 
all, we have a ball. I feel like door-to-door Ed Sullivan. 
Secondly, in an age where budgets for the arts are 
being cut right and left, I’m so proud that we’ve been 
able to shine a spotlight on thousands of up-and-
coming singers and songwriters. What a thrill to be 
able to connect with so many people. Good talent 
has always been my passion, and this is what I’m 
supposed to be doing, that’s for sure. Giving someone 
a stage to perform on lets them show us all who they 
are, and that’s a powerful thing! 

WWW.CASTPARTYNYC.COM


